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I was responsible for all the branding materials demanded by the company: luxury travel 
brochures (up to 65,000 copies each one, more than 12 different brochures in a year), digital 
campaigns, web banners, new templates, image retouching, artwork, printing production 
management, adverts (numerous magazines and the preeminent newspapers in the UK every 
week). All of these jobs were done using Indesign extensively (including advancing techniques, 
like GREP), Photoshop and Illustrator.

Being responsible for all the a/v content, branding, printing materials and collaterals for B2B 
travel trade shows: Brand USA Travel Week Show, Experience Africa and Experience Latin America, 
connecting key suppliers from across both continents with the most relevant and active buyers 
from the UK and Europe. Additionally, I managed budgets, deadlines, artworks, presentations 
and print production workflow.

Photoshop
Illustrator

Keynote
Powerpoint
After Effects

Wordpress
Html | css3

Premiere

Indesign

Creative Graphic Designer with extensive experience in areas including project management, 
large scale events, conferences, trade shows, desktop publishing, digital channels & social 
media, websites, adverts, brand guidelines, PoS, presentations, templates and pitch decks.
Specialized to create concepts across multi-platforms and graphics from initial ideas to the 
final artwork, with my eyes on details all the time. 

Committed, passionate, focused and determined with a creative dedication to achieve great 
results, geek, nerdy, inspired and passionate by music, movies, pop culture, action figures, 
typography, arts, history, museums, comic books and much more. 

I am looking for an opportunity to be part of a team/project to achieve the desired results of 
the company’s aims. I work hard alongside colleagues as well as independently with plenty of 
enthusiasm to make this happen, seeking an opportunity where I can showcase my abilities as 
well as developing new skills, to grow and evolve with the company.
 
Also, I can bring a new and comprehensive vision to enable the conception of ideas and solutions, 
with proven project leading skills, a creative edge, and eagerness for self-development and an 
ability to work both within a team and independently.

Multidisciplinary and creative with a wider vision, open and ready to find and create solutions, 
with dynamism and enthusiasm but also with large expertise as project manager/event 
manager, being responsible for budgets, deadline management, activations, large scale 
events, stands, trade fair, conferences and print production workflow, contributing for 
worldwide brands like Fifa, Adidas, Coca-Cola, Microsoft, Marvel, Disney, Mizuno, GQ Magazine, 
Santander, Yahoo and more.

Creating corporative presentations, pitch decks, brochures, leaflets, printed materials, branding 
and trade events (creation and management) for Tourism Board Organizations across the globe 
(Latin America, Madagascar, Medellin, Japan, Barcelona, Sharjah, etc.) also aviation companies 
(China Airlines, Gulf Air). Furthermore, I was responsible for developing, creating and managing 
stands on and offsite on two important Tourism Exhibition Fair during 2017 through Europe 
(Frankfurt and Barcelona).

Creative Designer (Mar 2018 – Mar 2019 )
JULES VERNE – LONDON, UK

CREATIVE Designer (since Mar 2019 )
TALKING STICK – LONDON, UK

CREATIVE Graphic Designer (Apr 2017 – Feb 2018)
AVIAREPS UK – LONDON, UK
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The Walt Disney Company, Marvel and Pixar were some of my clients during my period as art 
director, where I worked for all their business departments. I was responsible for developing 
all sort of materials: point of sales, merchandising, promo packs, cross–branding projects, 
activations, stands, presentations, leaflets, brochures, ads, movie posters, packages, digital 
banners and bespoke events. Also, I developed all sort of promo materials (offline, online and 
onsite) for movies release campaigns: Avengers, Iron Man 3, Brave, Beauty and the Beast, Tinker 
Bell, The Amazing Spider–Man, Monster University, Wreck–it Ralph and many others.

ART DIRECTOR (Jan 2012 – Dec 2012)
FIGER 360 – SAO PAULO, BRAZIL

Leading a small team composed by two graphic designers, a copywriter, an internship and a 
programmer, I was responsible for the creation and the marketing strategy of many clients 
from different areas, producing online and offline campaigns, branding, advertising, websites, 
activations, catalogs, giveaways, folders, brochures and much more. Big local and global clients 
as Belcorp (beauty company) and Microsoft Visual Studio were part of my client’s portfolio 
during this period.

CREATIVE DIRECTOR (Feb 2011 – Dec 2011)
BRANDING SOLUTIONS – SAO PAULO, BRAZIL

Basically, my early beginning on this career, and I worked in almost all kind of jobs and briefs, 
starting from bespoke magazines (layout, image treatment, and artwork), websites (to create and 
maintenance), invitations, fashion catalogues, stationery, folders, logos, leaflets, point of sale, 
advertising campaigns.

ARTWORKER  (Oct 2007 – Jan 2010)
 SAO PAULO, BRAZIL

My first experience in a big agency, I handled with some fashion brands, developing integrated 
ideas and campaigns, activations, catalogues, lookbooks, adverts, OOH, and more.

ART DIRECTOR (Jan 2010 – Jul 2010)
WE – SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
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Working as Producer Designer in a movie, filmed in Sao Paulo, Brazil (Payback – release date: 
September, 2015), I led the production department, being responsible for set design, props, 
storyboards, artworks, budget management and all sort of details, including the“Easter eggs” 
inside the movie.

Production DESIGNER (Jun 2013 – Dec 2013)
URCA FILMES – SAO PAULO, BRAZIL 

Five years as self-employed, I had the opportunity to organizing and managing stands, tailor-
made projects, trade fairs, seminars, corporate events, conventions and business meeting for big 
clients, including World Cup’2014 and Olympic Games’2016. Also, I developed and created new 
brands, logos, print ads, brochures, leaflets, stationeries, social media campaigns, ads, posters, 
artworks, folders, websites, branding materials, concept projects, bespoke presentations and 
much more for many companies around the globe (Kate Spade New York, Nestle, Fujioka, Turner 
Media, Fox TV, Basf, Medley, Pepsi, Yahoo, Phillip Morris, GQ Magazine, Sanofi and Mizuno).

graphic designer + PRESENTATION DESIGNER + Project manager (Jan 2013 – Mar 2017)
SELF-EMPLOYED – SAO PAULO, BRAZIL + ROME, ITALY

During my eurotrip’2016, I worked as a volunteer in three hostels in different cities in 
different countries, creating new logos, developing new websites (WordPress + html5) 
and helping them to leverage their business as well.

web designer (Jul 2016 – Sep 2016)
VOLUNTARY – SERBIA + POLAND + PORTUGAL
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